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PREFACE

Making decision about the LPG piping gas system for a projected building is an 

important matter since we need to take a many safety characteristics before the 

installation process was performed.

In this proposal we install the LPG piping system in laboratory. The location is in 

the Sek. Men. Keb. Dato’ Sheikh Ahmad Arau, Perlis. We will show the step to choose 

the right part of the LPG piping system needs to be installed. It is according to the 

Jabatan Kerja Raya (JKR) LPG piping system manual.

The main reason that we choose this project is because to complete our diploma 

requirement. It is also give us an experience that is need in our future.
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OBJECTIVE OF THIS PROJECT

❖  To improve student’s creativity and report writing in the environment of 

engineering because this is one of thousand of engineering working in 

government or private sector. These skills will give many advantages to 

candidates when they enter to working of engineering.

❖  To train student to apply their knowledge that they have learned with the actual 

engineering works. For example when we do the sample calculation for this 

project, it made us as engineer of designation. This is important to develop our 

mind in the field of engineering after graduation.

❖  These next advantages is to expose the student to improve their solving skills of 

engineering problem and the right approach to use to get the optimizing of solving 

the problem. This is accustoming student in problems because they will ahead a 

lots of problem with confidence.

❖  To train the student so they can think, react and work together as a team in 

solving engineering and related human problems.
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